
Compact Dining Tables Change the Landscape of Small Space Living

For years, Expand Furniture has been an industry leader in transforming & occasional dining
tables, and now their newest Origami Folding Round Table changes the game for small space
living. Their propensity for high quality goods that offer both style and functionality, as well as
unmatched craftsmanship and thoughtful designs shows no signs of stopping with their latest
compact, folding dining table.

The Origami Folding Round Table is an excellent space saver for small apartment living,
equipping the user with the ability to easily assemble and disassemble the table for quick,
compact storage. Because it seats four, it makes for the ideal dining table for small groups and
even smaller spaces. This table is cozy, stylish, and unfolds in a matter of seconds.

Coming in a chic, chocolate walnut finish with black legs, or a pristine white gloss finish and
white legs, it can fit in perfectly with any decor and will take up little storage space in the
cupboard. Customers who have limited space and need a more compact option for their kitchen
table can pair this foldable table with the best selling set of four Nano Stylish Folding Chairs,
which come in matching finishes for the perfect, unique dining set.

The Origami Folding Round Table doesn’t require any assembly, either. Simply remove it from
the packaging, and it’s ready for use. It’s also easy to maintain and can be quickly cleaned using
a mild soap and water combination for a streak free shine.

Expand Furniture also offers extensive literature on how best to care for their vast line of high
quality, space saver furniture, as well as a wide range of other occasional dining table options
that are an excellent solution for small apartment living and those with limited space.

With a strong dedication to creating high quality goods that are not only stylish, but have the
added benefit of being multi-functional, Expand Furniture offers industry leading design and
excellence in customer service. Maximize the space in any home with smart wall beds and
convertible coffee tables, or modular TV stands and Lift & Storage Beds. Each piece is unique,
stylish, and comes in a variety of finishes that will fit anyone’s style with ease. Expand Furniture
delivers unmatched quality, design, and functionally with each and every piece. Contact them
today to browse through their selection of superior space saving furniture for sale.
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